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Robotics has revolutionized manufacturing and the momentum is just getting started. Industries of all sizes and 
types are moving to robotic automation to speed processes, supplement shallow labor pools and improve worker 
safety by moving hazardous, repetitive or unpleasant jobs to machines.  

But implementing robotic automation is not as simple as buying a robot and plugging it in. There are many 
financial and logistical considerations, which vary among applications. If a robot is not implemented properly, it 
can erode your return on investment. If a robot is not implemented according to established safety requirements, 
your operation could suffer. Mitigating these risks are crucial in gaining the expected return on investment on 
automation, because if a safety failure strikes, businesses can be hit with downtime, penalties or lawsuits. 

Before installing your next robot, be sure to include robotic safety as a key component of your implementation plan.

Safeguarding Your Operation for the Rise of Robots
The robotics market continues to be on the upswing. China and North America are the two largest markets for 
industrial robots, with an 11 percent growth rate in 2015.  The North American robotics market was already up 7.2% 
in the first half of 2019, with companies ordering 16,488 robots, valued at $869 million. Market growth in these two 
regions is expected to grow to more than 20 percent by 2025. 

More robots means more opportunities for efficiency and growth, but can also pose more safety risk. Studies 
have shown that many robot accidents happen during non-routine operating conditions such as programming, 
maintenance, testing, setup or adjustment. These are times when a worker may temporarily be within the robot’s 
operating envelope and some sort of unintended operation could result in injury. 

https://www.robotics.org/content-detail.cfm/Industrial-Robotics-News/First-Half-of-2019-Shows-Continued-Growth-in-Robotic-Sales/content_id/8314
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Machine guards should be in place at all times. OSHA lockout/tagout procedures must be followed during 
maintenance. And it’s a good idea to give workers the ability to shutdown a robot if an issue arises.

OSHA identifies seven main potential hazards to people working with robots.

• Faults with the control system, software, electromagnetic interference and radio frequency 
interference

• Unauthorized access into a safeguarded area by someone who is unfamiliar with the safety risks

• Mechanical failures that result in faulty or unexpected operation of the robot

• Environmental sources like sudden electromagnetic or radio frequency interference

• Power systems can be disrupted and lead to malfunctions

• Human error such as faulty programming, interfacing or maintenance

• Improper installation

OSHA ranked machine guarding in their top 10 most cited safety violations 
in 2018, with 1,969 violations. These are violations due to failure to install 
protective barriers around machinery to prevent injury to operators when the 
robots are in use. The OSHA fine is at least $13,260 per violation.

https://www.safetyandhealthmagazine.com/articles/17702-oshas-top-10-most-cited-violations-for-fiscal-year-2017
https://www.osha.gov/penalties
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Why Is Safety Imperative?
More than 1.5 million industrial robots are operating in factories worldwide. As 
industrial robots continue to become more advanced, more capable and more 
popular, the need for comprehensive robot safety standards increases. Robots can 
be dangerous to operate – especially when safety protocols aren’t followed.

Ultimately, the robot owner, not the manufacturer, is responsible for workplace 
robotic safety. Responsibilities include:

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, there were 42 incidents in 
the United States between 1987 and 2019 that resulted in injury or death 
involving industrial robots.

• Installing and using required safeguards 

• Delivering safety training 

• Implementing safe workplace practices 

• Compliance with all codes and regulations 

• Conducting risk assessments and maintaining risk assessment documentation

Benefits of Improving Robot Safety
Enhancing robotics safety has benefits beyond avoiding fines and lawsuits. 
Safety features can reduce downtime, improve productivity and workflow, 
protect large areas and improve precision for better safety and performance. 

Less Downtime
Normally, when a human enters a robotic safety area, the machine must 
be manually stopped and restarted, which takes valuable time. Automated 
robot cells with safety area scanners allow robots to continue to do work 
uninterrupted. If a person enters the designated area, the robot will slow 
down or pause until the person moves outside of the designated area, keeping 
production running consistently and efficiently. 

https://www.osha.gov/pls/imis/AccidentSearch.search?acc_keyword=%22Robot%22&keyword_list=on
https://www.osha.gov/pls/imis/AccidentSearch.search?acc_keyword=%22Robot%22&keyword_list=on
https://www.datalogic.com/eng/manufacturing/safety/laser-sentinel-pd-829.html
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When performing maintenance on a vision system, such as replacing a part, older 
systems required a specialized technician several days to reprogram for the 
change. If a technician isn’t readily available, it can take even more days.

Companies like Datalogic use the same software across all vision systems. This 
allows part changeovers to be accomplished quickly, drastically cutting downtime. 
Solutions like this are easy-to-set up, intuitive and don’t require reprogramming 
software, whether it’s a simple camera to a complex system. 

More Productivity
Safety technology makes collaboration between machines and people safe enough 
to be practical. Advanced robot safety allows robots to become “co-bots,” or robots 
that coexist with people on the factory floor, boosting productivity. 

Productivity gains from robotics are already evident. A study from the Centre 
for Economic Performance found that employing robots to perform certain tasks 
increased annual GDP growth by 0.37 percent and improved labor productivity by 
0.36 percent between 1993 and 2007. 

According to a McKinsey Global Institute report, as more robots appear on the 
factory floor, jobs won’t completely disappear but will evolve into new forms of 
cooperation between man and machine. Human labor can be re-allocated to other 
areas of the organization. People are still better at performing complex or delicate 
jobs. For example, a finishing company in California increased productivity by a 
factor of four after purchasing a robotic arm for painting, and did so without firing 
any employees.

Seamlessly Connect and Protect Large Work Areas
Safety solutions can easily connect large work areas, protecting humans 
from automated machinery in applications where both may need to move 
freely in the space. 

Providers like Datalogic make implementation easier than ever by enabling 
the connection of up to four safety area scanners to just one point of access. 
This allows technicians to program only one “master,” which automatically 
updates the others. 

Safety area scanners for palletizing are an example of where technology 
can be used to mitigate the risk of injury across large spaces. Safety area 
scanners can also be programmed with measurement algorithms to guide 
automated guided vehicles (AGV) for improved safety and performance.

https://www.datalogic.com/eng/products/manufacturing-healthcare-transportation-logistics-retail/vision-systems/p1x-series-pd-651.html
http://robohub.org/estimating-the-impact-of-robots-on-productivity-and-employment/
http://robohub.org/estimating-the-impact-of-robots-on-productivity-and-employment/
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Future%20of%20Organizations/What%20the%20future%20of%20work%20will%20mean%20for%20jobs%20skills%20and%20wages/MGI-Jobs-Lost-Jobs-Gained-Report-December-6-2017.ashx
https://medium.com/mistyrobotics/robots-jobs-and-productivity-the-future-of-the-workplace-3c4bf2b8831f
https://medium.com/mistyrobotics/robots-jobs-and-productivity-the-future-of-the-workplace-3c4bf2b8831f
https://www.datalogic.com/eng/manufacturing/safety/laser-sentinel-pd-829.html
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Improved Product Workflow Management
Existing traceability technology can be super-purposed to also act as robotic safety 
technology. Fixed scanners with a large depth of field can not only confirm if a label 
has been applied or identify products without a bardcode by reading the label, they 
can also be programmed as robot guidance systems. 

Vision processors with “pattern sort” or “pattern find” can be programmed to 
recognize an item regardless of its orientation based on color or label alone. Robot 
guidance can then tell the robot where to pick the item up and where to put it 
because the vision system is able to tell the robot the size, weight, angle, location 
and other information based on its image recognition technology.

Execute Safer Motion and Improved Precision
AGV distance sensors not only help improve safety but also guidance. For example, 
a single point distance measurement system uses measurement to understand if a 
bin has been pushed back all the way when re-stocking, or if it is completely clear 
of a shelf when being removed.

Prepare for the Future of Collaborative Robots
By 2025, 34 percent of industrial robots sold will be collaborative, that is, designed to work alongside humans. 
With machine and man working hand-in-hand, it is imperative that safety protocols, procedures and equipment be 
a top priority today and in the future.

About Datalogic
Datalogic is a global leader in the automatic data capture and process automation markets, specialized in the designing and 
production of bar code readers, mobile computers, sensors for detection, measurement and safety, RFID vision and laser 
marking systems. Datalogic solutions help to increase the efficiency and quality of processes in the Retail, Manufacturing, 
Transportation & Logistics and Healthcare industries, along the entire value chain.

Today Datalogic Group, headquartered in Bologna (Italy), employs approximately 3,200 staff worldwide, distributed in 30 
countries, with manufacturing and repair facilities in the USA, Brazil, Italy, Slovakia, Hungary and Vietnam.  In 2018 Datalogic 
had a turnover of 631 million Euro and invested almost 62 million Euros in Research & Development, with an asset of more 
than 1,200 patents in multiple jurisdictions.

Datalogic S.p.A. is listed in the STAR segment of the Italian Stock Exchange since 2001 as DAL.MI. For more information about 
Datalogic, please visit us at: www.datalogic.com.

Ready to protect your workers with reliable safety solutions? 
Contact Datalogic today to learn how.

https://www.datalogic.com/eng/manufacturing/stationary-industrial-scanners/matrix-220-pd-841.html
https://www.datalogic.com/eng/manufacturing-transportation-logistics/vision-systems/mx-e-series-pd-708.html
https://www.datalogic.com/eng/transportation-logistics/sensors/s85-pd-626.html
https://loupventures.com/industrial-robotics-outlook-2025/
http://www.datalogic.com
mailto:inside.sale.mfg%40datalogic.com?subject=

